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Status
 Open

Subject
The quiz function gives me puzzles?

Version
18.x

Category
Support request

Feature
Quiz

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
hman

Lastmod by
hman

Rating
     (0) 

Description
I just entered the quiz function for translation.

I can create new quizes, I can edit them, there are statistics.

But when creating a quiz, I am asked for a name and a description. Shouldn't I set some quiz
questions, and answers to match? That is not being asked for when creating a quiz. So how is the
success even calculated? When performing the so created quiz, you immediately get "Thank you for
taking part".

Could it be that some functionality was lost here?
Thanks
hman

Importance
6

Easy to solve?
4

Priority
24

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

https://dev.tiki.org/item7454-The-quiz-function-gives-me-puzzles
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This bug has been demonstrated on show.tikiwiki.org

Ticket ID
7454

Created
Saturday 01 August, 2020 10:41:20 GMT-0000
by hman

LastModif
Saturday 01 August, 2020 10:41:20 GMT-0000

Comments

hman 01 Aug 20 10:44 GMT-0000

Oh, btw, there is no functionality to delete a quiz. You can edit it, but not get rid of it. This can never be
okay...

Gary Cunningham-Lee 01 Aug 20 11:43 GMT-0000

I made a new quiz in my local Branch 18 Tiki installation to have a look at the problems you describe
and to try to reproduce them. I agree that the interface/workflow is not clear and needs UI updating,
and the documentation isn't up to date, but in my local test installation I was able to create a quiz, add
questions and answers (options) and delete the quiz.

The questions for a given quiz are at tiki-edit_quiz_questions.php?quizId=2 — the link to them is in the
Actions popup displayed when I click the "Wrench" icon of the quiz where it is listed at tiki-
edit_quiz.php?quizId=2 in my local case. There is also a "Remove" item in the popup, which worked
successfully here to delete the quiz.

I don't know what accounts for the differences in our experiences. Maybe you should create a show
instance to give us a shared Tiki instance to examine.

hman 01 Aug 20 11:51 GMT-0000

The wrench carries only Edit and Statistics. No Delete... No other Actions.
I started a show instance, but this will take awhile. Meanwhile I will create a screenshot.

Screenshot attached.

Hm, descriptions of attachments cannot be edited once they got uploaded? Error message "No file
attached. Was a file selected?"
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hman 01 Aug 20 12:03 GMT-0000

Maybe the GUI is different depending on how the GUI was accessed. I've seen such differences
before. I went into this by going through Control Panel | Features and the Settings besides the Enable
checkbox of Quiz.

hman 01 Aug 20 12:19 GMT-0000

Found the culprit! The first visit to the quizes brings you to tiki-list_quizzes.php. There you already
have a wrench, but it lacks everything except Edit and Statistics. What you have to do to get the "real
wrench" is to click on "Admin quizzes" and there the wrench magically contains options like Delete or
Questions and Answers. While one could argue that Delete would be part of Admin, yes, but if Edit is
there on list-quizzes, so should be Delete.

And what IMHO is still wrong is that when creating a quiz, you are not sent to the admin page where
you can define questions and answers. You got to create the quiz first, then Q&A to add to the quiz,
which isn't what I would call logical 

hman 01 Aug 20 12:37 GMT-0000

Okay, so now I could create a "real" (test) quiz and run it.

Bug: The default minimum score for passing a quiz is 0%. Having given all answers correctly, my test
score is 100%, which is reported as "failed" ?!

Gary Cunningham-Lee 01 Aug 20 16:42 GMT-0000

According to http://doc.tiki.org/Quiz-Admin , there is a "Passing Percentage" option. Did you specify
this option (a percentage, I guess) in your test?

hman 01 Aug 20 19:46 GMT-0000

The default value is 0%, which I did not change.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

http://doc.tiki.org/Quiz-Admin
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The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item7454-The-quiz-function-gives-me-puzzles
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